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Abstract

Active fluxes have been developed to improve the depth and consistency of weld penetration in austenitic stainless steels. However, it has been observed that the effectiveness of
these fluxes is dependent on the arc length used. In this experiment the effect of arc length on weld penetration of orbital welds in 304 stainless steel when active flux is used was
investigated. Results indicated at all arc lengths, use of the flux increased weld penetration. Results also indicate that the effectiveness of the flux increased as arc length increased.

Background

Due to their excellent corrosion resistance, good strength and
good manufacturability, austenitic stainless steels are used
extensively in tubing applications. These tubing systems which
range from dairy, to silicon chip manufacturing to spacecraft
are frequently orbital tube welded. One problem which exists
in orbital welding of austenitic stainless steels is the difficulty in
achieving consistently high weld penetration. Welds are often
wide and shallow. This means that in order to achieve full weld
penetration in thick wall tubing, high heat inputs are required.
This results in greater heat affects such as distortion, oxidation
residual stress etc. Adding to the problem is the fact that very
small changes in trace elements such as sulfur in the base metal or
oxygen in the shielding gas can have a profound effect on weld
penetration. This leads to inconsistent weld penetration when
welding different heats of metal or slightly different quality of
shielding gas.

Procedure

1. Six welds were made in 1.25 inch diameter, 0.125 inch wall
thickness 304 stainless steel tubing. All welds were made using
the orbital tube welding (OTW) process.
2. Three welds were made using a commercially available active
flux (EWI SS-7) and three welds were made using no flux.

Results

Photographs of the weld beads and measured penetration are
shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. As expected use of the flux increased
weld penetration at all arc lengths. The percentage increase
in weld penetration was greater with longer arc lengths. The
measured weld penetrations are shown in Table 1.

3. All welds were made using identical welding parameters
except that arc length was varied. Welds were made with and
without flux using a 0.025 inch , 0.050 inch and 0.075 inch arc
lengths.

Arc Length (Inch)

4. All welds were then metallographically inspected at a location
180 degrees from the weld start location. The weld penetration
was measured for each weld.

Weld Penetration (Inch)
NO FLUX
WITH FLUX

% Increase

.025

.063

.100

59

.050

.055

.091

65

.075

.046

.082

77

Table #1: Results of weld penetration measurements for various arc lengths. Note how the
effectiveness of the flux at increasing weld penetration increases with arc length.

Active Fluxes

In order to solve the problem of low and/or inconsistent weld
penetration when orbital welding austenitic stainless steels,
active fluxes have been developed. These fluxes are typically
made of metal oxides or halides. When the fluxes are used
weld penetration in austenitic stainless steel is dramatically
increased. The increase in weld penetration is caused by two
mechanisms. The first is reversal of the weld pool convection
currents. Typically, in austenitic stainless steels, the convection
currents on the face of the weld flow from the center of the
weld out to the toe. This carries the arc heat out to the toe of the
weld resulting in a wide shallow weld, See Figure 1. The active
flux reverses the direction of the convection currents so that the
welding heat is transported to the root of the weld. This results
in a narrow deep weld, See Figure 2.

Figure #4: Both welds were made using a .025 inch arc length and identical weld parameters. The weld on the left was made using no flux and exhibited .063 inch of weld penetration.
The weld on the right was made using flux and exhibited .100 inch of weld penetration. At .025 inch arc length the flux increased weld penetration 59%.

Figure #1: Weld pool convection direction without flux. Note the effect on weld
bead shape and penetration, shallow and wide.

Figure #5: Both welds were made using a .050 inch arc length and identical weld parameters. The weld on the left was made using no flux and exhibited .055 inch of weld penetration.
The weld on the right was made using flux and exhibited .91 inch of weld penetration. At .050 inch arc length the flux increased weld penetration 65%.

Figure #2: Weld pool convection direction with flux. Note the effect on weld bead
shape and penetration, narrow and deep.

The second mechanism is by constriction of the arc. The mechanism
of arc constriction is not entirely understood, however, the effect
is well documented. When the flux is used the arc becomes
narrower, focusing the heat on a smaller spot on the surface of
the weld. See Figure 3. This narrower arc has a higher power
density resulting in a narrow deep weld.
Use of active flux in welding of austenitic stainless steel has been
shown to increase weld penetration up to 300%. It has also been
observed that the performance of the flux is dependent on the
arc length used.

Figure #6: Both welds were made using a .075 inch arc length and identical weld parameters. The weld on the left was made using no flux and exhibited .046 inch of weld penetration.
The weld on the right was made using flux and exhibited .82 inch of weld penetration. At .075 inch arc length the flux increased weld penetration 77%.

Conclusions

1. Weld penetration decreased as arc length increased. This was
true whether flux was used or not.
2. The active flux was effective at increasing weld penetration in
304 austenitic stainless steel for all arc lengths.
3. Although overall penetration was greatest using the shortest
arc length, the flux increased weld penetration by a greater
percentage with longer arc lengths.

4. The increase in weld penetration was not as high as reported
by previous investigators. This may have been due to a base metal
chemistry rich in sulfur and/or high concentrations of oxygen in
the shielding gas. Both of these conditions would increase weld
penetration even when flux is not used thus reducing any increase
in penetration caused be the flux.
5. Since relatively small changes in arc length can result in changes
in effectiveness of the flux, arc length must be held consistent
during welding. This is best accomplished using a mechanized
torch travel.

Notes:

1. Thanks to The Edison Welding Institute (EWI) in Columbus Ohio for
providing the active flux (EWI DeepTIG SS-7) and technical information
for this project.
Note: EWI DeepTIG SS-7 is a patented and trademarked commercial
product supplied by EWI.

Figure #3: The left photo shows the arc when no flux is used. The right photo shows how the arc is constricted when welding using flux. Note the constriction of the arc when flux is used.
This constriction results in a higher power density in the arc. (Reproduced by permission of TWI Limited)

2. Thanks to The Welding Institute (TWI) of Cambridge England for
providing technical information and use of photos shown in Figure 3.

